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PROCESSING OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA EMPLOYING A FOURIER
DECONVOLVER FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SPECTRA
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aElectronics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai - 400 085, India.
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INTRODUCTION
Most of the nuclear spectral processing methods rely on least squares peak fitting

functions. It is generally assumed that these classical methods are the only alternative for the
spectral processing . These methods almost entirely dominate the literature of this field. However,
great care must be taken when applying these techniques, particularly for the analysis of complex
peaks, as the user plays a major role in determining the quality of the results[I], It is well known
that it is difficult to analyze complex peaks[2j. Doublets are the most commonly occurring
complex peaks. It is desirable that in a spectral processing method the principle of the method
should play a major role in quality of the analysis and it should provide a confident application.
Presently there is only one method proposed by Madan et al.[3] where the two just mentioned
merits are satisfied simultaneously. It is based on a digital signal processing (DSP) method and
employs modified discrete Fourier transform (MDFT) mathematically formalized by Madan et
al.[3], A computer program was developed by Rattan and Madan[4] for the analysis of nuclear
spectra employing the classical and the MDFT method. It is, however, desirable to find more
techniques for the analysis of complex spectra where both the merits mentioned above are
satisfied and that requires simpler computational facilities.

Digital signal processing is moving inexorably into different areas. Pulling information out
of digital signals gives a competitive edge in research.. DSP methods are emerging methods for
nuclear spectral processing, population sciences and social sciences research. They have
demonstrated definite advantages over the classical methods[2-l 1],

In this report classical methods have been used for smoothing, identification of significant
peaks, significance index, peak limits, background subtraction, uncertainty in peak area,
estimation of full width at half maximum (FWHM), identification of singlets and doublets and area
evaluation of singlets.

The report uses a DSP method employing a Fourier deconvolver[2,5,6], albeit probably
the simplest method in nuclear spectral literature, for the quantitative analysis of doublets
separated by more than a FWHM. Though the method is based on a Fourier deconvolution
approach, it can be implemented on simple computational facilities. The deconvolution method
was used recently by the authors and it was proved by using z-transform that the deconvolver
preserved the qualitative information[6]. It was also demonstrated using simulated and observed
spectral singlets and doublets that it preserved the quantitative inforrriation[7].

A computer program was developed that incorporated both the classical method and the
DSP based Fourier deconvolver to analyze an observed gamma ray spectrum. The DSP method
was used for the analysis of complex spectral sections having doublets separated by more than a
FWHM. The results obtained were compared with those obtained by using other standard spectral
analysis methods viz. SAMPO[12] and the MDFT[3,4].



The report describes the classification of signals, smoothing, peak identification, peak
limits, background subtraction, peak area and uncertainty, FWHM, peak area for singlets, Fourier
transform pair, Fourier deconvolve^ preservation of the qualitative information, preservation of
the quantitative information, processing of complex spectra, automatic analysis of gamma ray
spectrum, and conclusion.

CLASSIFICATION OF SIGNALS
Digital signals have recently been classified as Type I and Type II signals[2,3,8,9]. The

classification has enhanced the role of signal processing in many disciplines including nuclear
spectroscopy[2,3], population sciences[8.9], and social sciences research[8]. The classification is
based on the fundamental problems of aliasing and quantization noise. Aliasing is a phenomenon
where higher-frequency components take on the identity of lower frequency components because
of low sampling rate. Quantization error is the difference between the actual value of the signal
and its quantized value. The noise power associated with the quantization of signals is called
quantization noise.

Type I signals are those where the problems of aliasing and quantization are addressed
along the abscissa and ovdinate respectively. In Type II signals e.g. nuclear spectra both the
problems are addressed along the abscissa. DSP methods, widely used for processing Type I
signals, are generally not used for processing Type II signals. The methods have, however,
demonstrated numerous advantages for processing Type II signals e.g. nuclear spectra and
population census returns[2,3,8,9],

SMOOTHING
Nuclear spectra are smoothed to remove random fluctuations. A widely cited and popular

method given by Savitzky and Golay[13] was used for smoothing. The smoothing method has both
phase and group delays as zero. Hence it does not cause any phase distortion[14]. Let {X(m)} be
an observed spectrum consisting of N channels, m is an independent variable specifying channel
number. The smoother spectrum {Y(m)} is obtained as

Y(m) = [17 X(m) + 12 { X(m~l) + X(m+1)} - 3 {X(m-2)+X(m+2)} ] / 35 (1)

For most spectrometers used for routine analysis, the above smoothing equation specifying
a 5-wide smoothing interval is adequate. However, for stringent spectroscopic work, one can use
the Fourier transform based smoothing interval proposed by Kekre et al.f 10].

PEAK IDENTIFICATION
For peak identification, a combined check was made of first and second smoothed

derivatives of {X(m)}. Let {Y"(m)} and {Y"(m)} be the first and the second derivative spectrum
respectively[14,15]. They are given by

Y'(m) = [ -2 X(m-2) - X(m-1) + X(m+1) + 2 X(m+2) ] / 10 (2)
Y"(m) - [ 2 X(m-2) - X(m-l) - 2 X(m) - X(m+1) + 2 X(m+2) ] / 7 (3)



The variance, a2, of the second smoothed derivative is given by
a 2 = [ 4 X(m-2) + X(m-1) + 4 X(m) + X(m+1) + 4 X(m+2) ] / 49 (4)

A peak is assumed to be present at channel m if the following criteria are satisfied simultaneously.
Y"(m)<0;
ABS (Y"(m)) > a and ABS(Y"(m)) > ABS(Y"(m±l));

) > 0 andY'(m+l)<0 (5)

The exact peak location is estimated by linearly interpolating the first smoothed consecutive
derivatives that are greater and lesser than zero respectively.

PEAK LIMITS
The following method proposed by Rattan and Madan[4] was used to find peak limits.

Y(m) is descended from the top channel in a peak with the following constraint in addition to that
given by Eq.(6) and Eq.{7).
Y(m±\)<Y(m)-Q.5yJY{m) (6)
Y(m±\)< Y(m) + Q.SjYjri) (7)

Peak limits (Jj and J2) are found by averaging the limits computed using Eqs. (6) and (7). Peak
limits are used for estimating gross and net areas.

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Background subtraction used for area evaluation included step- like background[15,16].

The stepped background, B(J), at channel J was computed[14] from the smoothed spectrum.

B(J)=\-
[ (8)

The stepped background was assumed to account for the loss of energy from the sensitive volume
of the detector.

PEAK AREA AND UNCERTAINTY
The net peak area, A, both for singlets and doublets was calculated between channels 3\ and

J2 representing peak limits. A step-like function was used for the background subtraction to arrive
at the net peak area. However, the uncertainty, dA, in the area A, was calculated using a simple
function with linear background subtraction[15]

dA =
(9)



The peak significance index, Sm , is indicated by —-. For stringent calculation of Sm , one
dA

has to reformulate part of Eq. (9) for the step-like background. For simplicity of calculation, dA is
calculated from Eq. (9). A peak is generally taken as significant if S m > 2.

FULL WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM (FWHM)
Let the net peak height at the peak channel be Y(max). Let B(m) be the background counts

at channel m. Starting at the top channel the peak is descended on its both sides as long as
f(max) _, .

FWHM is calculated by the number of channels spanning the descent plus the fraction of channels
that turn the inequality in Eq. (10) to equality. The fraction of channels contributing to the FWHM
is calculated by linearly interpolating the descent from the channels given by the Eq. (10). A singlet
is present if the expected FWHM differs within 25% of the observed FWHM else it is taken as a
doublet[15].

PEAK AREA OF SINGLETS
For a singlet the peak area is estimated by summing background subtracted spectrum

between peak limits. For a doublet peak area is estimated under the two overlapping peak
components by summing the background subtracted spectrum between the low energy peak limit of
the low energy peak component and high energy peak limit of the high energy peak component. It
can be further divided once ratio of areas of peak components are found. The above method of area
evaluation is a simple and accurate method of finding peak area under a singlet or a doublet.

FOURIER TRANSFORM PAIR
If f(E) is an observed energy spectrum, its Fourier transform F(w) is defined, by analogy

with electrical engineering as[2]

The inverse Fourier transform of F(co) is given by

The convolution of the two energy functions f(E) and h(E), the impulse response of the
spectrometer, is given by

f(E)*h(E)=

It can be easily proved that the Fourier transform of Eq.(13) equals to F(<o).H((a).

FOURIER DECONVOLVER
A simple method of using Fourier transform and Maclaurin series gives an expression of

deconvolution. Although the technique uses Fourier transform for the derivation of the final
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expression, the derived equation neither needs Fourier transform of the observed spectra nor it is
iterative in nature. The method is described below[2,5,6].

Let g(E), h(E) and j(E) be output spectrum after smoothing and background subtraction,
response function and input spectrum in the energy domain. They are related as

g(E)-h(E)*j(E) (14)
The input spectrum is a series of impulse ftinctions

El) (15)

In the frequency domain the input spectrum, output spectrum and impulse response are related by
G((o) = H((o)J((o) (16)
Hence, J(w) = G(co). H ] (co) (17)
where, Hj(co)= 1/H(o>) (18)
Expanding Hl(co) into a Maclaurin series as

=H](0) + Hi'(O) © + Hi"(0) 0)2/2! + . . . (19)

Assuming the response function to be Gaussian, substituting Eq.(19) into Eq.(17), taking
inverse Fourier transform, digitizing energy by taking channel numbers, approximating the various
derivatives of g(E) by simple difference formulae, and then taking z-transform of the equation, it
can be mathematically shown that the z-transform of the filter that deconvolves the spectrum is
given by[7]

+ Bz2 (20)

r2 r4

where A = B -11.092 "246.067 (21)

F denotes the full width at half maximum expressed in channels. It is desirable to prove that the
above deconvolution method preserves both the qualitative and quantitative information.

PRESERVATION OF THE QUALITATIVE INFORMATION
It is mathematically proved that the deconvolution method preserves the qualitative

information. The shift, Ai, represents the shift in the qualitative information while using the above
deconvolution method. It is obtained by evaluating the following equation on the unit circle in the z
plane[6]

A/ = - R e

(22)

Using Eq.(20) and Eq.(22), it is easily shown that Ai=0. Since the deconvolver has
noncausal symmetric response function, it gives no phase distortion. Hence, by using the above
method, there is no shift in the signal representing the spectral information. Therefore it preserves
the qualitative information.
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PRESERVATION OF QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION

For the extraction of the quantitative information, it was demonstrated[6] using a
deconvolved spectrum that the area of the main lobe above zero crossings around the peak position
be calculated. It provides a novel approach for the extraction of quantitative information.

For the demonstration that the above method preserves the quantitative information, both
simulated and observed spectra were deconvolved by the above method.
Let a spectral peak be represented by the following equation

where, g(i) = The spectral value at the channel i with peak at \o

A = Amplitude
0 = T/2.355

Ten spectra with A varying from 100 to 2000 in steps of 100 were synthetically generated.
The spectra were deconvolved by the above method. In the deconvolved spectra, the areas of the
main lobe around i0, were computed for each peak. They were divided by the area calculated for
the spectrum with A=100. This gave an estimate of the peak area ratios computed by the proposed
method. The standard ratios, however, vary from 1 to 20. Table 1 gives the standard and estimated
area ratios, computed by the DSP method, and captured from the printout of the printer. It is
observed that they match quite closely. It shows the area of the main lobe in a deconvolved
spectrum computed by the above method preserves the quantitative information. The method was
further verified on an observed 152gu gamma ray spectrum. The ratios of areas of singlets at
244.69, 344.29, 778.92, 964.11, 1112.08 and 1408.00 keV were computed by using the proposed
method and also with SAMPOF12] for comparison. SAMPO is a widely used spectral analysis
method. Table 2 gives the ratios estimated both with SAMPO and the proposed method. It is
observed from the table that the proposed technique compares favorably with SAMPO. Therefore
the deconvolver preserves the quantitative information.

Thus a deconvolved spectrum presetves both the qualitative and the quantitative
information embedded in a spectrum. It may be used as an alternative method to extract the
qualitative and the quantitative information from a nuclear spectrum. Since the deconvolved
spectrum gives sharper peaks[6] compared to those present in the original spectrum, the method
may be more helpful in extracting the qualitative information. For the extraction of the
quantitative information, it provides a novel approach. The method was further verified on
observed complex spectra.

PROCESSING OF COMPLEX SPECTRA
It was proposed[7] that complex spectral sections containing doublets be deconvolved by

using the above method and subsequently information be extracted. After this the peak areas of
the components of a doublet were computed. The ratio of the areas of components gives the peak
area ratio. This ratio is used to divide the area under a doublet to get the component areas.

The method was used for processing complex spectral sections separated by more than a
FWHM. Complex spectral section from a ^ - E u gamma ray spectrum were also analyzed using
the proposed method. Table 3 gives the results of the analysis using the proposed method,
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SAMPO and MDFT. It is observed from the table that the proposed method compares favourably
with other established spectral methods.

AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM
The above method for the analysis of a doublet was used in the development of a complete

computer program for the automatic analysis of a gamma ray spectrum containing singlets and
doublets having their peak separation by more than a FWHM. The computer program
(DSPR.EXE) was written on a PC/AT. This program requires a spectrum from a standard source
which contains some suitable number of singlets which are used for the calculation of FWHM and
facilitates energy calibration of the detector. An 152gu source is quite suitable for this purpose. It
has about ten relatively intense singlets in the energy region up to 1.5 MeV. The standard spectrum
and the spectrum to be analyzed are read from two different files. These spectra were smoothed
using the method described above. The smoothed spectra are stored in the corresponding files
named as DSPR.OU1 and DSPR.OU2. The peak positions and peak regions of the singlets are
used from the smoothed spectrum of the standard source and they are used for the energy
calibration. The data file DSPR.DAl contains the regions of singlets required for the interpolation
of FWHM to be carried for the analysis of doublet peaks. The data file DSPR.DA2 contains the
energy calibration and efficiency calibration data of the detector. Once all the relevant files are
ready, an unknown spectrum can be easily analyzed.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The program (DSPR.EXE) was used for the analysis of a gamma ray spectrum acquired

from a 152gu s o u r c e using a g% HPGe detector coupled to a 4096 channel analyzer. The
spectrum was also processed with SAMPO and the MDFT method. After smoothing the spectrum,
forty seven peaks having significance limit above 2 were detected automatically. The peak position,
peak limits for area, significance, gross area and net area were calculated for all the detected peaks.
The energy and efficiency data were used to determine the energy of each peak and its gamma-ray
emission rates. As already described Table 3 gives the comparison of results for the analysis of
doublets from a ^ ^ E u source obtained with the present program and those obtained with SAMPO
and the MDFT method. The results have been found to be comparable within the statistical limits.
The merit of the program is that the analysis of a doublet is carried out using deconvolution
technique where the principle of the method plays an important role. The program takes less than 5
seconds, on a PC/AT-486 for the complete analysis of an unknown spectrum consisting of 4096
channels. This program is comparable or better than any other computer program that can run on a
similar computing facility.

CONCLUSION
This report presents a simple approach to analyze a nuclear spectrum. It uses classical

approach to smoothing, finding peak position, areas of singlets, a DSP method to analyze doublets
separated by more than a FWHM. A computer program was developed to analyze a gamma ray
spectrum. It was verified by analyzing a * ̂ -Eu gamma ray spectrum. The results were compared
with those obtained with SAMPO, and MDFT method. The results compared favourably. The
executable program and the 152gu spectrum may be obtained from the authors on request.
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Table 1. Area ratios of peaks; standard and estimated with the proposed method.

Standard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Proposed method
1
2
2.999995
4
5.000031
5.99999
7.000008
8
9,000069
10.00006

Standard
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Proposed method
11.00001
11.99998
13.00007
14.00002
15
16
17.00004
18.00014
19.00007
20.00012

Table 2. Estimated area ratios of singlets from *
and the proposed method.

U obtained with SAMPO

Energy (keV)

244.69
344.29
778.92
964.11
1112.08
1408.00

Area ratio
SAMPO

2.59
6.38
1.33
1.23
1.00
1.24

Proposed method

2.62
6.46
1.33
1.23
1.00
1.22

Table 3. Analysis of doublets from a
method, and SAMPO.

u source employing the proposed method, MDFT

Energies of
doublets in keV

411.122
416.045
564.010
566.420
674.698
678.586

1085.885
1089.706

Proposed Method
23702.662

1230.337
3443.142

772.466
1270.257
3028.676 •

41796.992
6804.805

— Peak Area
MDFT

23457.328
1228.265
3411.430

802.847
1248.260 .
3050.673

41462.324
7139.439

SAMPO
23467.400

1113.710
3488.280

892.412
1087.320
2927.360

41254.199
6994.440
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